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Triangular Diplomacy among the United States, the European Union, and the Russian Federation Sep 03 2020 This book examines the crisis in Ukraine through
the lens of “triangular diplomacy,” which focuses on the multiple interactions among the European Union, the United States and Russia. It is explicitly
comparative, considering how the US and EU responded to ostensibly the same crisis. It also adopts a “360-degree” perspective, focusing on how the US and
EU interacted in their dealings with Russia, and how Russia and Ukraine have responded. Chapters focus on each of the four protagonists – the EU, the US,
Russia and Ukraine – and on key, cross-cutting aspects of the crisis – sanctions, international law and energy. The book thus contrasts a conventional, if
exceptional, great power – the US – with a very non-traditional foreign policy actor – the EU. It would be suitable for both undergraduate and graduate courses
on the EU’s external policies and engagement in world affairs, EU-US relations, EU-Russia interactions, or regional security issues.
Basics on European Social Law May 23 2022 European Social Law at a glance The present book sets out – in a concise manner – the social law of the
European Union. Apart from core areas of European labour law, the regulation of which is based on the EU’s competence in social policy, it covers notably the
numerous rights based one the free movement of workers and other EU citizens, as well as the coordination of social security. Beyond that, the book refers to
other fields of EU regulation which are prone to cause conflicts between the member states’ national social law and the relevant EU norms, which remain
challenging to resolve to this day. Extensive reference is made to the case law of the European Court of Justice, which continues to have a paramount role in
shaping the social law of the EU as it stands. The book is primarily aimed at students confronted with European social law for the first time. Besides, it should
constitute a well-structured source of reference for law practitioners in the rising number of cases where EU law is of relevance for national legal practice.
How to Succeed on Primary Care and Community Placements Aug 22 2019 How to Succeed on Primary Care and Community Placements offers practical
advice on how to get the most from your time on community visits, within patient consultations, and with the practice team. It highlights the unique
opportunities and challenges you will face on placement, from using clinical information systems, to home visits and long term patient relationships, and how to
take advantage of new ways of learning with web-based tools, mobile devices and social networking. Key features include: • Learning outcomes at the start of
each chapter with links to web-based learning, case examples, and tasks to undertake whilst on placement • An evidence-based, practical approach to improving
learning, teaching, assessment and feedback in community settings Written by a team of experienced community-based medical education specialists, it is ideal
for all medical students, whether on early clinical placements or later in training, and for tutors and preceptors looking for novel ways to engage their students.
Desert Dreaming Mar 29 2020 An adventure story set it the Western Australian outback. A geologist accidentally discovers a terrorist group with plans to
spread mayhem in Australia. The geologist, after several near misses foils the terrorists and emerges victorious.
The Political Economy of WTO Implementation and China’s Approach to Litigation in the WTO Jun 24 2022 The concept of compliance of World Trade
Organization (WTO) law as part of international economic law is examined in this discerning book. The issue of compliance is examined through a broad
perspective, considering the key conceptual issues which continu
Community Care in Hong Kong Sep 27 2022 Different global healthcare challenges bring threats to the healthcare system. Like other developed countries,
Hong Kong is also focusing on how to manage the ageing population, how to meet the rising public expectations, and how to finance the ever increasing
medical costs. Strengthening community care services may provide a way out for settling these concerns. Written by a team of renowned scholars and leading
practitioners, this book aims at evaluating how different parties can assist in building up local community capacity to achieve sustainable health and wellness.
The book is divided into three sections. The first section discusses the different roles and practices of specialised community care that contribute to the relative
success of the healthcare system in Hong Kong. The second section makes use of various research practices to extrapolate future healthcare needs and practices
in Hong Kong. And the last one addresses the values of health care which underlie the healthcare culture, structure and practice in Hong Kong over time. Apart
from pointing out the limitation of the current system, this book will also discusses the future directions of the healthcare system in order to cope with the
challenges in a changing society. Published by City University of Hong Kong Press ???????????
Handbook of Space Law Aug 14 2021 The Handbook of Space Law addresses the legal and regulatory aspects of activities in outer space and major space
applications from a comprehensive and structured perspective. It fundamentally addresses the dichotomy between the state-oriented characte
Public Sociology May 11 2021 From the future of work to the nature of our closest relationships, how do we understand the links between our personal troubles
and wider public issues in society today? Now into its fourth edition, Public Sociology continues to highlight the relevance of a grounded sociological
perspective to Australian social life, as well as encouraging students to apply a sociological gaze to their own lives and the communities in which they live.
Public Sociology presents a wide range of topics in a user-friendly and accessible way, introducing key theories and research methods, and exploring core
themes, including youth, families and intimate relationships, class and inequality and race and ethnic relations. All chapters have been extensively revised to
bring them up to date in a fast-changing social world, reflecting the latest sociological debates in response to changing lifestyles and evolving political
landscapes. In addition to updated statistics and research findings, an expanded glossary and the latest citations to the scholarly literature, the text features a
completely new chapter on gender and sexualities with expanded discussion of LGBTIQ+. This new edition also explores contemporary issues ranging from the
#MeToo movement to marriage equality, fake news and 'alt facts'. This is the essential sociological reference to help students make sense of a complex and
challenging world. NEW TO THE FOURTH EDITION: * A new chapter on gender and sexualities and expanded discussion of intersectionality * Exploration
of the latest social issues including #MeToo, rising inequality, and the 'post-truth' age * All chapters thoroughly revised and updated with the latest research *
Updated book website with extra readings, YouTube clips, and case studies * A new feature, Visual Sociology, helps the reader analyse the power of visual
messaging 'With a firm base in the richest traditions of the discipline and with a remarkably approachable format, this book offers an excellent introduction to a
wide array of sociology's concerns, making it suitable for all Australian social science undergraduates.' Gary Wickham, Emeritus Professor of Sociology,
Murdoch University 'A sophisticated yet accessible introduction to social identities, differences and inequalities, and social transformations.' Jo Lindsay,
Professor in Sociology, Monash University 'Sweeping and lucid...communicates with ease and simplicity.' Toni Makkai, Emeritus Professor, College of Arts and
Social Sciences, Australian National University
Corporate Foresight mittels Geschäftsprozesspatenten Jan 07 2021 Helen Niemann entwickelt ein Vorgehensmodell zur Nutzung von
Geschäftsprozesspatenten für das Corporate Foresight, insbesondere für die Automobilindustrie. Die vorgestellte Methodik erlaubt es aussagekräftige,
umsetzungsnahe und fundierte Prognosen künftiger Geschäfte abzuleiten, indem sie die Geschäftsprozesspatententwicklung nachvollzieht, visualisiert und

analysiert. Geschäftsprozesspatente haben sich als geeignete Informationsquelle für die systematische Vorausschau erwiesen, mit denen sowohl bekannte als
auch neue Entwicklungen im Bereich der automobilen Geschäftsmodelle erhoben werden können. White Spots in der Patentlandschaft werden deutlich; ein
Informationsvorsprung gegenüber traditionellen Quellen besteht hingegen nicht, die Vorteile sind im relativ geringen Aufwand der Methodik und dem
Detailgrad der Ergebnisse zu sehen.
Wes Anderson Jul 13 2021 The definitive reference for all Wes Anderson fans. Loaded with rich imagery and detailed analysis of his incredible films –
including the classics The Grand Budapest Hotel, Rushmore, The Royal Tenenbaums and Moonrise Kingdom as well as Anderson's highly anticipated new
releaseThe French Dispatch – this is the first book to feature all of Wes Anderson's movies in a single volume. Acclaimed film journalist Ian Nathan provides an
intelligent and thoughtful examination of the work of one of contemporary film’s greatest visionaries, charting the themes, visuals, and narratives that have
come to define Anderson’s work and contributed to his films an idiosyncratic character that's adored by his loyal fans. From Anderson’s regular cast members –
including Bill Murray and Owen Wilson – to his instantly recognisable aesthetic, recurring motifs and his scriptwriting processes, this in-depth collection will
reveal how Wes Anderson became one of modern cinema’s most esteemed and influential directors. Presented in a slipcase with 8-page gatefold section, this
stunning package will delight all Wes Anderson devotees and movie lovers in general. Unauthorised and Unofficial.
Churches in the Ukrainian Crisis Dec 06 2020 This volume explores the churches of Ukraine and their involvement in the recent movement for social justice
and dignity within the country. In November of 2013, citizens of Ukraine gathered on Kyiv's central square (Maidan) to protest against a government that had
reneged on its promise to sign a trade agreement with Europe. The Euromaidan protest included members of various Christian churches in Ukraine, who stood
together and demanded government accountability and closer ties with Europe. In response, state forces massacred over one hundred unarmed civilians. The
atrocity precipitated a rapid sequence of events: the president fled the country, a provisional government was put in place, and Russia annexed Crimea and
intervened militarily in eastern Ukraine. An examination of Ukrainian churches’ involvement in this protest and the fall-out that it inspired opens up other
questions and discussions about the churches’ identity and role in the country’s culture and its social and political history. Volume contributors examine
Ukrainian churches’ historical development and singularity; their quest for autonomy; their active involvement in identity formation; their interpretations of the
war and its causes; and the paths they have charted toward peace and unity.
Parekura Horomia Oct 04 2020 This biography of Heke-nuku-mai-nga-iwi Busby brings together the varied life experiences that have made Hec Busby the
master waka builder, waka expert, celestial navigator and highly regarded Te Rarawa elder that he is today. He is one of the few active waka taua builders and is
responsible for the completion of more than a dozen of these waka for iwi around the country. Acknowledged as the pre-eminent holder of knowledge relating to
waka culture, he is frequently consulted for his expert opinion. A real outdoorsman, Hec turned his hand to many pursuits, leading him to set up his own bridge
construction business in his twenties. His entrepreneurial and leadership skills along with his tribal and tikanga knowledge have led to his involvement in iwi
activities as well as in organising Waitangi commemorations, kapa haka, ocean-going voyages, and waka wananga to pass on his knowledge to the next
generation.
Offshore Jul 21 2019 What has happened on Nauru and Manus since Australia began its most recent offshore processing regime in 2012? This essential book
provides a comprehensive and uncompromising overview of the first three years of offshore processing since it recommenced in 2012. It explains why offshore
processing was re-established, what life is like for asylum seekers and refugees on Nauru and Manus, what asylum seekers, refugees and staff in the offshore
detention centres have to say about what goes on there, and why the truth has been so hard to find. In doing so, it goes behind the rumours and allegations to
reveal what is known – and what still is not known – about Australia’s offshore detention centres.
Bob Crow: Socialist, leader, fighter Apr 22 2022 Bob Crow was the most high-profile and militant union leader of his generation. This biography focuses on his
leadership of the RMT union, examining and exposing a number of popular myths created about him by political opponents. Using the schema of his personal
characteristics (including his public persona), his politics and the power of his members, it explains how and why he was able to punch above his weight in
industrial relations and on the political stage, helping the small RMT union become as influential as many of its much larger counterparts. As RMT leader, Crow
oversaw a rise in membership and promoted a more assertive and successful bargaining approach. While he failed to unite all socialists into one new party, he
established himself as the leading popular critic of neo-liberalism, 'New' Labour and the age of austerity.
Building digital safety for journalism Mar 21 2022 In order to improve global understanding of emerging safety threats linked to digital developments,
UNESCO commissioned this research within the Organization's on-going efforts to implement the UN Inter-Agency Plan on the Safety of Journalists and the
Issue of Impunity, spearheaded by UNESCO. The UN Plan was born in UNESCO's International Programme for the Development of Communication (IPDC),
which concentrates much of its work on promoting safety for journalists.
Dispute Settlement Reports 2017: Volume 2, Pages 359 to 1064 Apr 10 2021 The Dispute Settlement Reports are the WTO authorized and paginated reports in
English. They are an essential addition to the library of all practicing and academic trade lawyers and needed by students worldwide taking courses in
international economic or trade law. DSR 2017: Volume 2 reports on Russian Federation - Measures on the Importation of Live Pigs, Pork and Other Pig
Products from the European Union (WT/DS475).
A Critical Public Relations Approach to Crisis Communication and Management Jan 19 2022 This book proposes a critical public relations approach to
analyzing crisis communication with Malaysia Airlines flight 370 (MH370) disappearance (2014-2018) as a case study. It examines the discursive process of
Malaysia’s crisis response and image building, tracing Malaysia Airlines during the immediate response and the Malaysian establishment until the official
suspension of the underwater search. The study features a critical discourse analysis of 84 national media texts and 85 response statements, focusing on three
aspects: the national media representations of Malaysia’s image, the national carrier and the government’s rhetorical strategies of delivering stances and actions,
and the dynamic process of image reconstruction and national recovery. The present project contributes to the current research area by integrating both linguistic
and public relations perspectives, and more importantly, by highlighting the ideological impact instead of merely behavioral effectiveness in modern
communication research. Target readers may find their interest in corporate crisis communication, critical inquiry about political public relations, and the
MH370 incident in general.
Political Trust and the Politics of Security Engagement Jul 01 2020 The EU and China are often characterised as parties whose bilateral political differences
still remain too large to bridge, so that they have failed to convert rhetorical promises into tangible results of cooperation, particularly with regards to the field of
international security. Yet in terms of their bilateral interaction on security risk management in Africa; EU and Chinese naval officers jointly brought down the
number of successful Somali pirate attacks in the Gulf of Aden and to a lesser extent were jointly involved in seeking a resolution to the lingering conflict in
Darfur. This book asks how we can make sense as a whole of this relatively sudden shift in regards to the dealings between their respective officials on the topic
of security risk management. It argues that the outcomes of Sino-European bilateral dealings on this topic are above all determined by the ability/inability of
these officials to build political trust as a complex and cognitive social phenomenon. Consequently, the book applies an innovative conceptual framework on
political trust to explain why EU and Chinese officials bridged their ‘endemic’ political differences to practically cooperate on Somali piracy but were unable to
do so when it came to their interaction on Darfur. To conclude, it examines the longer term impact of this bilateral trust-building process by covering more
recent examples of bilateral engagement in Libya and Mali and aims to show that although this trust-building process may be case specific, ramifications may go
beyond the realm of their bilateral dealings on security matters in Africa, to impact wider issues of international security. This text will be of key interest to
scholars and students of African and Chinese politics, EU politics, security and maritime studies, and more broadly of international relations and to
governmental actors.
Law and Values in the European Union Feb 20 2022 How has European Union developed since its origins in the reconstruction of Europe in the wake of the
Second World War, and why has it developed in this fashion? The principal theme of this book maintains that the EU is a site for the management of the
interdependence of the States that are its members. A whole host of challenges - from climate change to security to migration to economic reform - can be
tackled more effectively through multilateral action than by unilateral State action and the EU has become the principal location for that action in common. In
essence, the States of the EU are stronger together than apart. In order to achieve multilateral action and participation, the EU requires its own legal order,
comprising a range of legislative competences, political and judicial institutions, and a carefully shaped relationship with national law. In one sense, this legal
order represents control over State autonomy yet in another it serves as means to ensure States, acting collectively, can meet the aspirations of their citizens in an
interdependent world. The EU, as its power has increased, also needs to address questions of democracy, accountability, respect for fundamental rights and for

national and local diversity. It should not be measured against the same benchmarks of legitimacy as a State as it will always fail, but it does need to achieve
legitimacy. It needs, in short, values. And its Treaties aspire to grant it values. Does its system of governance, heavily implicated in the conferral of rights on
individuals enforceable against the EU and Member States, today in areas far beyond the economy, live up to those aspirations? And can it? That is the terrain
mapped by this book.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Nonlinear Narrative Films Nov 17 2021
The Case of Crimea’s Annexation Under International Law Jan 27 2020 This book addresses issues connected with Russia’s 2014 annexation of Crimea that
are both of key current relevance and crucial from the point of view of both international law and international relations. It not only offers a comprehensive
elaboration of the subject, but also presents it from the points of view of states directly engaged in the conflict. For the authors in this book include researchers
from many European countries, albeit first and foremost from both Ukraine and Russia. In this way the collected work represents a contribution of undoubted
value where the ongoing international debate on the Crimean annexation is concerned. From the review by Prof. Anna Wyrozumska This book offers an
interesting, holistic and competent contribution to legal analysis surrounding Russia’s annexation of Crimea, the consequences thereof and the responsibility in
international law therefor. It is characterised by a high level of legal analysis by a competent international team of authors led by Polish experts on the subject,
whose painstaking selection of co-authors has allowed for an airing of both Ukrainian and Russian standpoints. From the review by Prof. Jerzy Kranz Ksi??ka
stanowi wspólne przedsi?wzi?cie Wydawnictwa Naukowego Scholar i Centrum Polsko-Rosyjskiego Dialogu i Porozumienia http://cprdip.pl/ Book published in
co-edition with The Centre for Polish-Russian Dialogue and Understanding http://cprdip.pl/
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Unreal Engine Games Oct 28 2022
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Australian Films Aug 26 2022
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 2010s Adventure Films Oct 16 2021
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Gangster Films Jun 12 2021
Northern / Irish Feminist Judgments Nov 05 2020 The Northern/Irish Feminist Judgments Project inaugurates a fresh dialogue on gender, legal judgment,
judicial power and national identity in Ireland and Northern Ireland. Through a process of judicial re-imagining, the project takes account of the peculiarly
Northern/Irish concerns in shaping gender through judicial practice. This collection, following on from feminist judgments projects in Canada, England and
Australia takes the feminist judging methodology in challenging new directions. This book collects 26 rewritten judgments, covering a range of substantive
areas. As well as opinions from appellate courts, the book includes fi rst instance decisions and a fi ctional review of a Tribunal of Inquiry. Each feminist
judgment is accompanied by a commentary putting the case in its social context and explaining the original decision. The book also includes introductory
chapters examining the project methodology, constructions of national identity, theoretical and conceptual issues pertaining to feminist judging, and the legal
context of both jurisdictions. The book, shines a light on past and future possibilities - and limitations - for judgment on the island of Ireland. 'This book
provides a rich and expansive addition to the feminist judgments catalogue. The ... judgments demonstrate powerfully how Northern/Irish judges have
contributed to the gendered politics of national identity, and how the narrow subject-positions they have created for women and 'others' could have been so much
wider and more open.' Professor Rosemary Hunter, School of Law, Queen Mary University London. 'The Northern/Irish Feminist Judgments Project is
inspirational reading for anyone interested in feminism or Irish studies ... It is a model of how to conduct feminist enquiry. Its most innovative contribution to
scholarship and politics is how the rewriting of landmark legal judgments from a feminist perspective allows us to imagine (and therefore begin to construct) a
more egalitarian, a more just, future.' Associate Professor Katherine O'Donnell, School of Philosophy, University College Dublin. If you let it, this book will
make you think. ... It made me think – it reminded me, I suppose – that legal writing can be wonderful: rigorous, creative, deeply observant, provocative. Read it
and see what it makes you think. Professor Thérèse Murphy, School of Law, Queen's University Belfast
Installation Art between Image and Stage Oct 24 2019 Installationskunsten har gået sin sejrsgang verden over, og er her i det 21. århundrede en både vel- og
anerkendt bestanddel af samtidskunsten. Med påvirkning fra og udveksling mellem billedkunst på den ene side og performanceteater på den anden befinder
installationskunst sig – som bogens titel viser – netop i feltet mellem billede og scene. I Installation Art: Between Image and Stage undersøger Anne Ring
Petersen grundstenene for en af nutidens mest udbredte kunstformer. Installationer er – ligesom skulpturer – tredimensionelle formationer eller billeddannelser,
men i modsætning til skulpturen er installationen karakteriseret ved at være formet af rum eller rumlige scenografier, som skaber betydning og sanseoplevelser
gennem sit billedsprog. Som resultat af dette er installationer ofte stort anlagte kunstværker, som beskueren kan gå ind i, og de lever dermed til fulde op til
nutidens krav om spektakulære, æstetisk iscenesatte events og kulturoplevelser, der taler til sanserne. Gennem grundige analyser af værker af kunstnere som
Bruce Nauman, Olafur Eliasson, Jeppe Hein, Mona Hatoum, Pipilotti Rist og Ilya Kabakov som bagtæppe søges der i denne bog svar på, hvad en installation
egentlig er, hvilke virkemidler den bruger, hvordan installationskunstens opståen kan forklares i et kulturhistorisk perspektiv og meget mere. Også
installationskunstens rumlige, tidsmæssige og diskursive aspekter såvel som dens receptionsæstetik, der sættes ind i en overordnet kunst- og kulturhistorisk
ramme, undersøges. Installation Art: Between Image and Stage er et nyttigt værk for alle, der ønsker at forstå denne mangefacetterede kunstforms konceptuelle
fundament. Anne Ring Petersen, dr.phil., er lektor ved Institut for Kunst og Kulturvidenskab, Københavns Universitet. Har i 2009 udgivetInstallationskunsten
mellem billede og scene og er redaktør af Contemporary Painting in Context (2010). Despite its large and growing popularity — to say nothing of its nearubiquity in the world’s art scenes and international exhibitions of contemporary art — installation art remains a form whose artistic vocabulary and conceptual
basis have rarely been subjected to thorough critical examination. In Installation Art: Between Image and Stage, Anne Ring Petersen aims to change that. She
begins by exploring how installation art developed into an interdisciplinary genre in the 1960s, and how its intertwining of the visual and the performative has
acted as a catalyst for the generation of new artistic phenomena. She investigates how it became one of today's most widely used art forms, increasingly
expanding into consumer, popular and urban cultures, where installation's often spectacular appearance ensures that it meets contemporary demands for senseprovoking and immersive cultural experiences. The main trajectory of the book is directed by a movement aimed at addressing a series of basic questions that
get at the heart of what installation art is and how it is defined: How does installation structure time, space and representation? How does it address and engage
its viewers? And how does it draw in the surrounding world to become part of the work? Featuring the work of such well-known artists as Bruce Nauman,
Pipilotti Rist, Ilya Kabakov and many others, this book breaks crucial new ground in understanding the conceptual underpinnings of this multifacious art form.
Anne Ring Petersen is associate professor in the Department of Arts and Cultural Studies at the University of Copenhagen and the editor of Contemporary
Painting in Context.
Euro-Visions Mar 09 2021 European cinema not only occupies a dominant place in film history, it is also a field that has been raising more interest with the
expanding work on the transnational. Euro-Visions asks what idea of Europe emerges, is represented and constructed by contemporary European film. Adopting
a broad and wide-ranging approach, Euro-Visions mixes political sources, historical documents and filmic texts and offers an integration of policy and economic
contexts with textual analysis. Mariana Liz examines costume dramas, biopics and war films, mainstream co-productions and tales of 'Fortress Europe' by
renowned auteurs, showing how films from different European nations depict and contribute to the formation of the idea of Europe. Case studies include Girl
with a Pearl Earring, La Vie en Rose, Black Book, Good Bye Lenin!, Match Point and The Silence of Lorna.
UKIP May 31 2020 The UK Independence Party (Ukip) is the most significant new force in British politics for a generation. Under the leadership of Nigel
Farage, the party has enjoyed a remarkable rise, winning the 2014 European Parliament elections as well as two parliamentary by-elections, and attracting
mainstream defectors to achieve major party status. By the time of the 2015 general election, Farage and Ukip stood on the threshold of becoming a major force
at Westminster. This account is a must-read for anyone interested in the inside story of Ukip's quest to change British politics during one of the most
unpredictable and dramatic elections in recent history. Based on unprecedented access to the party and its key players, the book pulls back the curtain on one of
the most intriguing campaigns in living memory. It includes behind the scenes observations from the campaign trail and more than one hundred interviews with leading Ukip insiders such as Nigel Farage, Douglas Carswell, and Mark Reckless, as well as major donors, strategists, and figures from across the political
landscape as they grappled with Ukip's rise. Matthew Goodwin and Caitlin Milazzo reveal what really happened during the 2015 election campaign and in the
by-elections and defections which preceded it, providing detailed accounts of the critical moments that shaped both the election itself and British politics more
widely. The book also makes extensive use of British Election Study data from over five decades to answer important questions about the rise of Ukip and what
it signifies. Who voted for Ukip and why? How are political loyalties in Britain changing over time? What are the deeper currents that have made Ukip's rise
possible and will continue to shape its future? And what does the party's campaign for power reveal about the current evolution of British politics and society?

UKIP takes readers inside the campaign, telling for the first time the exciting inside story of a new party attempting to redraw the map of British politics.
Undoing Coups Jul 25 2022 Since the beginnings of independence, a number of African nations have been plagued by repeated coup d'états. Within the African
Union (AU), there has been a concerted effort to break this cycle through the official adoption of an 'anti-coup norm', by which the AU is mandated to suspend a
member state and restore constitutional order following a coup. Supporters of this stance see it as strengthening democracy in Africa, while critics argue that it
has served to prop up existing regimes. But there has been little analysis of what the AU's attempts to 'restore constitutional order' have meant for individual
African states. In this book, Antonia Witt looks at the legacy of the AU's intervention in Madagascar following the 2009 'Malagasy crisis', one of the
increasingly relevant yet under-researched cases of non-Western intervention in Africa. The book looks at the ways in which international intervention
reconfigured the political order in Madagascar, how it facilitated the power struggle within the Madagascan elite and prevented more profound political change.
It also considers what the example set by the Madagascan intervention means for the wider international order in Africa and the powers attributed to African
international actors such as the AU.
The Moscow Factor Dec 18 2021 In 2014, Russia illegally annexed Crimea, bolstered a separatist conflict in the Donbas region, and attacked Ukraine with its
regular army and special forces. In each instance of Russian aggression, the U.S. response has often been criticized as inadequate, insufficient, or hesitant. The
Moscow Factor: U.S. Policy toward Sovereign Ukraine and the Kremlin is a unique study that examines four key Ukraine-related policy decisions across two
Republican and two Democratic U.S. administrations. Eugene M. Fishel asks whether, how, and under what circumstances Washington has considered
Ukraine’s status as a sovereign nation in its decision-making regarding relations with Moscow. This study situates the stance of the United States toward
Ukraine in the broader context of international relations. It fills an important lacuna in existing scholarship and policy discourse by focusing on the complex
trilateral—rather than simply bilateral—dynamics between the United States, Ukraine, and Russia from 1991 to 2016. This book brings together for the first
time documentary evidence and declassified materials dealing with policy deliberation, retrospective articles authored by former policymakers, and formal
memoirs by erstwhile senior officials. The study is also supplemented by open-ended interviews with former and returning officials.
International Journal of Finance and Policy Analysis Aug 02 2020 CONTENTS 1.A Study on the Financial Performance Analysis of Indian ITC Company
during 2002 to 2012 by Abirami Devi Sivakumar et al. 2. Price to Book Value Ratio and Financial Statement Variables: A Study of Companies Quoted at
Nairobi Securities Exchange, Kenya by Kenneth Marangu et al. 3. Impact of Performance Appraisal System on Employee Motivation: With Special Reference
to a Multi-Specialty Hospital in Kerala by Ushus Mathew et al. 4. Factors Affecting Growth of SACCOs within the Agricultural Sector in Kenya: A Case of
Meru Farmers SACCOs by Faith NgugiNkuru
Rebel Politics Nov 24 2019 Rebel Politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in Myanmar, one of the most entrenched armed conflicts in the
world. Since 2011, a national peace process has gone hand-in-hand with escalating ethnic conflict. The Karen National Union (KNU), previously known for its
uncompromising stance against the central government of Myanmar, became a leader in the peace process after it signed a ceasefire in 2012. Meanwhile, the
Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) returned to the trenches in 2011 after its own seventeen-year-long ceasefire broke down. To understand these puzzling
changes, Brenner conducted ethnographic fieldwork among the KNU and KIO, analyzing the relations between rebel leaders, their rank-and-file, and local
communities in the context of wider political and geopolitical transformations. Drawing on Political Sociology, Rebel Politics explains how revolutionary elites
capture and lose legitimacy within their own movements and how these internal contestations drive the strategies of rebellion in unforeseen ways. Brenner
presents a novel perspective that contributes to our understanding of contemporary politics in Southeast Asia, and to the study of conflict, peace and security, by
highlighting the hidden social dynamics and everyday practices of political violence, ethnic conflict, rebel governance and borderland politics.
Knowledge and Expertise in International Interventions Sep 15 2021 Knowledge about violent conflict and international intervention is political. It involves
power struggles over the objects of knowing (problematization/silencing), how they are known (epistemic practices), and what interpretations are taken into
account in policymaking and implementation. This book unearths the politics, power and performances involved in the social construction of seemingly neutral
concepts such as facts, truth and authenticity in knowing about violent conflict and international intervention. Contributors foreground problems of physical and
social access to information, explore practices generating knowledge actors’ authority and legitimacy, and analyse struggles over competing policy narratives. A
first set of chapters focuses on the social construction of facts, truth and authenticity through studies of militia research in the DR Congo, politicians’ on-site
visits in intervention theatres in the Balkans and Afghanistan, and the epistemic practices of Human Rights Watch and comics journalism. A second set of
contributions analyses the strategic side of knowledge through case studies of diplomatic counterinsurgency in Bosnia and Herzegovina, African governments’
active role in the ‘bunkerization’ of international aid workers, and authoritarian peacebuilding as a challenge to the liberal power/knowledge regime in world
politics. This book was originally published as a special issue of the Journal of Intervention and Statebuilding.
Nigeria Sep 22 2019 ‘If you want to understand Nigeria’s history in one succinct go, this is a very good choice.’ Noo Saro-Wiwa Known as the African Giant,
Nigeria's story is complex and often contradictory. How, despite the ravages of colonialism, civil war, ongoing economic disappointment and most recently the
Boko Haram insurgency, has the country managed to stay together for a hundred years? Why, despite an abundance of oil, mineral and agricultural wealth, have
so many of its people remained in poverty? These are the key questions explored by Richard Bourne in this remarkable and wide-ranging account of Nigeria's
history, from its creation in 1914 to the historic 2015 elections and beyond. Featuring a wealth of original research and interviews, this is an essential insight into
the shaping of a country where, despite the seemingly dashed optimism that was raised at independence, there still remains hope 'the Nigeria project' may still
succeed.
From Bullies to Officers and Gentlemen Jun 19 2019 Based on unprecedented access to the Ghanaian military barracks and inspired by the recent resurgence
of coups in West Africa, Agyekum assesses why and how the Ghana Armed Forces were transformed from an organization that actively orchestrated coups into
an institution that accepts the authority of the democratically elected civilian government. Focusing on the process of professionalization of the Ghanaian
military, this ethnography based monograph examines both historical and contemporary themes, and assesses the shift in military personnel from ‘Buga Buga’
soldiers – uneducated, lower-class soldiers, human rights abusers – to a more ‘modern’ fighting force.
Freshwater Fisheries Ecology Feb 26 2020 Inland fisheries are vital for the livelihoods and food resources of humans worldwide but their importance is
underestimated, probably because large numbers of small, local operators are involved. Freshwater Fisheries Ecology defines what we have globally, what we
are going to lose and mitigate for, and what, given the right tools, we can save. To estimate potential production, the dynamics of freshwater ecosystems (rivers,
lakes and estuaries) need to be understood. These dynamics are diverse, as are the earths freshwater fisheries resources (from boreal to tropical regions), and
these influence how fisheries are both utilized and abused. Three main types of fisheries are illustrated within the book: artisanal, commercial and recreational,
and the tools which have evolved for fisheries governance and management, including assessment methods, are described. The book also covers in detail
fisheries development, providing information on improving fisheries through environmental and habitat evaluation, enhancement and rehabilitation, aquaculture,
genetically modified fishes and sustainability. The book thoroughly reviews the negative impacts on fisheries including excessive harvesting, climate change,
toxicology, impoundments, barriers and abstractions, non-native species and eutrophication. Finally, key areas of future research are outlined. Freshwater
Fisheries Ecology is truly a landmark publication, containing contributions from over 100 leading experts and supported by the Fisheries Society of the British
Isles. The global approach makes this book essential reading for fish biologists, fisheries scientists and ecologists and upper level students in these disciplines.
Libraries in all universities and research establishments where biological and fisheries sciences are studied and taught should have multiple copies of this hugely
valuable resource. About the Editor John Craig is Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Fish Biology and has an enormous range of expertise and a wealth of
knowledge of freshwater fishes and their ecology, having studied them around the globe, including in Asia, North America, Africa, the Middle East and Europe.
His particular interests have been in population dynamics and life history strategies. He is a Fellow of the Linnean Society of London and the Royal Society of
Biology.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Films Based on British Novels Feb 08 2021
Compassion in Nursing Apr 29 2020 Compassion has become a prominent issue in health policy and practice and the recommendations of the Francis Report
and the Berwick Review emphasised the need for compassion in care. This timely and important text book provides a valuable resource for practicing and
student nurses which examines compassion in depth, but from a real world perspective. It appreciates and discusses the emotional labour of care and the realities
of practice which can make 'caring' and 'having compassion' feel like a difficult and impossible task. This is an essential guide for those seeking clarity and
depth in the analysis of compassion in contemporary nursing. Whether on a pre-qualifying undergraduate degree or an experienced practitioner, this is a must-

have book for anyone interested in creating a compassionate health service.
The Donbas Conflict in Ukraine Dec 26 2019 This book examines why, when the conflict in eastern Ukraine began in 2014, fighting broke out in the Donets’k
region, whereas it did not in Kharkiv city, despite the city, like the Donets’k region, being geographically proximate to Russia and similar in ethnic and
linguistic make up. Based on extensive original research, the book argues that a key factor was the nature and behaviour of local elites, with those in Kharkiv
having diffuse ties to the centre and therefore being more capable of adapting to sudden, profound regime change at the centre, whereas the elites in the
Donets’k region had much more concentrated ties to the centre, were dependent on one network, and therefore were much less able to cope with change. The
book thereby demonstrates how crucial for Ukraine are patronal politics, patronage networks, and informal centre-region relations, and that it was these local
political circumstances, rather than Russia, which brought about the conflict.
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